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Species and their Environment 

´  Keystone species have a disproportionately larger impact on other 
species and their environment 
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“The Cycle of Life”  



Keystone Species- Gopherus polyphemus 

´  Extensive burrows provide nesting areas and shelter to as 
many as 350 different species 

´  Many of these species would be forced to relocate to find 
shelter or they would possibly become extinct 
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“Gopher Tortoise Burrow Ecology” John Norton “Animal Alphabet” Zack Sultan 



Threatened Keystone Species 

´  Population has been declining since the 1800s primarily due to 
human activity and habitat loss 

´  Nest survey conducted in 2013 at the FAU preserve found no nests 
and an age gap of ten years 

´  Second partial nest survey in Fall 2015 also found no nests 

´  Dead adult tortoise with 8 eggs inside found on June 10th 2016 
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Population Structure and Burrow Placement of Gopherus Polyphemus in a Small, Declining Southeast Florida 
Conservation Area, Joshua Scholl 



Are the Gopher Tortoises Reproducing at 
the FAU Boca Preserve? 

´  Reproductive patterns of gopher tortoises are still unclear 

´  Updated nest survey is needed to compare with previous 
data 
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Method 6 

Burrow 
Survey 

• Locate active and Inactive gopher tortoise burrows 

Nest 
Survey 

• Use wire probing method to survey for viable nests 

Analyze 
Data 

• Take apron and burrow width measurements to 
determine population structure 

• Compare amounts of burrow and nest to vegetation 
type  



Burrow Survey 

´  Survey will be conducted at the FAU Boca Preserve to easily 
locate burrows for further study 

´  Belt transects used to mark 50 x 50 m quadrants to create a grid 
of the FAU preserve 
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Modified from “What Preserve?” Andrew Fraieli 



Nest Survey 

´  Metal survey flag used to wire probe every square inch across 
apron 

´  If nests are found, carefully unearth and count number of eggs 
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Measurements and Age Determination 

´  Measurements of the burrow width and apron will be taken. 

´  Measurements will be used to determine size of tortoise and 
approximate age 
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Bell of the Borders ProductionTrudie Bell “If these 8 Species Go Extinct Entire Ecosystems will 
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Preliminary Results 

´  99 active and inactive burrows found in rectangular 
grasslands 

´  Rectangular grasslands: 9/99 burrows in rectangular 
grasslands are inactive burrows. 

´  Currently found 13 burrows in triangular grasslands 

´  Currently: 113 burrows marked and probed; no nests found 
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Future Projects 

´  Continue to survey population throughout the year and next 
nesting season in 2017. 

´  Study the affect of habitat loss on female reproductive rates 

´  Find more efficient ways of searching for gopher tortoise nests 
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“Population Structure and Burrow Placement of Gopherus Polyphemus in a Small, Declining Southeast Florida 
Conservation Area”Joshua Scholl, 2012 



Significance 

´  This nest survey will help give updated data on the 
reproductive patterns of the gopher tortoises 

´  New conservation methods can be determined to help 
increase reproductive rates 
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Questions 

´  Are there other methods that can be used to search 
for gopher tortoise nests? 

´  If gopher tortoise eggs are not found, where do the 
gopher tortoises lay their eggs? 

´  Are the gopher tortoises laying eggs during their 
typical nesting season? 
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